Horse Jokes Joe King Marine Publishing

The horsepital and 14 other funny horse jokes to make you laugh out loud, or at least crack a smile....

1. A horse walks into a bar. The barman confuses idioms with jokes and offers him a glass of water, but can't make him drink.

2. I put a bet on a horse to come in at 10 to 1 and it did! Unfortunately all the others came in at 12.30.

3. A horse walks into a bar. The barman asks: "Why the long face?"

4. I put a bet on a horse that had excellent breeding. After the horse left the starting gate, he stopped and closed it behind him.

See TOP 10 horse jokes from collection of 37 jokes rated by visitors. The funniest horse jokes only! The best horse jokes.

Cop on horse says to little girl on bike, "Did Santa get you that?" "Yes," replies the little girl. "Well tell him to put a reflector light on it next year!" and fines her $5. The little girl looks up at the cop and says, "Nice horse you've got there, did Santa bring you that?" The cop chuckles and replies, "He sure did!" "Well," says the little girl, "Next year tell Santa that the dick goes under the horse, not on top of it!" Vote Horse Jokes. This joke may contain profanity.

I am over 18. (NSFW) A horse and a baby chicken were playing in the barnyard...when the horse fell into some quicksand. The baby chicken, wanting to help his friend, goes to find the farmer for assistance but he's nowhere to be found. The horse goes to the phone book, looks up a music teacher and calls him. "Hi, I'd like to learn to play guitar." Says the horse. "Sure," says the read more. I asked my horse if he stole my thesaurus. He said nope. These horse jokes are especially great for parents, horse lovers, teachers, cowboys, ranchers and farmers but they are fun for everyone who enjoys cowboys, rodeo and horses. You'll find the best horse jokes, including colt jokes, mare jokes, foal jokes, race horse jokes and more. You might also be interested in our collection of Cowboy Jokes and Cow Jokes.


Book Information. Horse Jokes. By Joe King. Length: 51 pages. Description. SMILE is all you need. Looking for funny jokes? Settle in: You're in the right place. From clean knock-knock jokes and the top corny jokes to hilarious one-liners and clever riddles, we've got the jokes guaranteed to bring on serious laughs.